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SYNERGY

Synergy Advantage

The Synergy Advantage
The Synergy Advantage is science: our Advanced Polymer Technology makes Synergy Solutions’
proprietary formulations perform better, faster and longer lasting than the competition.
The difference is visible and lasting.

Advanced Polymer Technology
Traditional products use a two-step approach involving acids and harsh chemicals, which are
more expensive and less effective. Our products use one-step polymer technology that traps dirt
in a bubble, allowing dirt to be easily rinsed away from your car without using harsh chemicals.
Synergy Solutions manufactures a comprehensive line of car wash chemicals, specializing in
polymer-based and non-corrosive products, to achieve superior results using less product.
While commonly corrosive traditional detergents clean by attacking dirt, which can damage the
vehicle surface, Synergy Solutions’ non-corrosive based detergents lift dirt away from the surface
using a molecular chain to attract dirt up to the polymer and then encapsulate it, so dirt is not
redeposited. The result is easy rinsing leaving a clean and shiny surface.

Made for Car Wash by Operators,
by Car Wash Operators
Synergy Solutions brings comprehensive capabilities and first-hand experience, to understand
every aspect of a car wash operator’s challenges and needs.

Experience
Four decades of blending
and formulating car wash
products.

Service
Accountable to thousands of
car wash by operators,
including national oil accounts

Ownership
With its own full-service, exterior,
touchless automatics, and self-serve
car washes, Synergy Solutions is
uniquely positioned to realize the car
wash operator’s day-to-day needs for
efficiency, economy, and reliability

Our experience starts from the time we develop the formulation to the time a car
rolls off the customer’s lot.
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Synergy Advantage
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Our Promise: Quality, Reliability, Affordability
We develop all of our proprietary formulations at an on-site laboratory. We test every product
batch and retain samples of all shipped products.
All of Synergy Solutions’ chemicals are of the highest quality, manufactured to strict quality
control standards, so you can be confident of the consistency in every drum we supply.
We offer our product line at extremely competitive pricing, affording the car wash operator the
opportunity to buy the best for less.

Fast-Drying, Clean, and Shiny Finish
Unlike traditional detergents, which are commonly corrosive and clean by attacking and damaging the vehicle surface, Synergy Solutions’ non-corrosive based detergents utilize a molecular chain to attract dirt to the polymer, effectively lifting dirt away from the surface. The dirt is
then encapsulated, to allow for easy rinsing, leaving the surface clean and shiny. Our spray protectants and drying agents produce unsurpassed shine and drying capabilities.
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SYNERGY Extreme Pack & Easy-Chem Station

Synergy Solutions Extreme PackTM: The Most Extreme Concentrate on
the Market Today
No Acid Needed, Non-Corrosive, UPS Shippable
Extreme Pack’sTM easy-to-store 2.5 gallon containers pack premium cleaning power and
unbeatable shine into a compact container.

Dump the Drum. Start Saving.
Space | Store Extreme PackTM 2.5 gallon containers on a shelf and free up the 55-gallon drum
footprint to create a cleaner, more spacious equipment room
Ease of Use | Anyone can easily handle, store and refill the 2.5 gallon containers used with the
Easy-Chem StationTM 11.5 gallon reservoir
Costs | Using smaller 2.5 gallon containers translates into savings on shipping, container cost,
and blending expenses

EASY TO CONVERT AND INSTALL
Synergy Solutions’ Easy-Chem StationTM is
simple to maintain, easy to convert to, and
simple to install. It includes:
One 11.5 gallon reservoir that will hold five 2.5
gallon containers
Each Extreme PackTM 5 gallon refill pack
contains two 2.5 gallon easy-pour containers

Extreme PackTM Product Line
• PRESOAKS
• LUBRICANTS/DETERGENTS
• PROTECTANTS
• DRYING AGENTS
• TIRE CLEANERS
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SYNERGY
PRESOAKS

Extreme Pack
®

Highly concentrated, non-corrosive, high pH, car wash presoak. Effective
in every application, and especially powerful for touch-free washing. This
presoak does not charge the car’s surface and increases rinse ability and
shine. It can be used as a single-step presoak or as a two-step process
in combination with low pH products.

Hyper concentrated presoak used in a 2-step Low pH/High pH wash process.
This presoak contains high-quality low pH acids that emulsifies, neutralizes,
and loosens dirt and grime in a high-pressure wash system. Power prep also
significantly reduces eyebrows on windshields.

Our most concentrated high foaming presoak with red
coloring designed specifically for foaming curtains. Used as
an added service with great eye appeal and added rinse
ability.

The ultimate high pressure concentrate that combines
high suds, alkalinity, and visual appeal for superior
cleaning. Suitable for tunnel and self-serve washes.

Highly concentrated, heavy-duty, high pH, liquid car
wash presoak complete with fragrance. It is effective in
every application, especially in self-serve car washes.

Heavy-duty, high pH, liquid car wash presoak. This workhorse
presoak is effective in every application and is especially powerful
for touch-free washing. Amazing cleaning ability does not charge
the car’s surface and increases rinse ability and shine. Can be used
as a single-step presoak or as a two-step process in
combination with low pH products.
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SYNERGY

Extreme Pack

LUBRICANTS / DETERGENTS

Premium foam lubricating detergent, designed
for all cloth washes. Ultra Sudz produces a thick
and rich lather and provides excellent cleaning
and rinse ability. This highly concentrated
lubricating soap reduces damage claims, such
as mirrors, antennas, and license plates.

Hyper concentrated lubricant detergent with
cleaning agents for use in self-service brush
application. Available in various colors and
fragrances.

PROTECTANTS
™

™

Similar to our premium protectant AquaGuard™,
AquaGard™ Foaming Protectant offers the “show”
customers love to see – providing the added
foaming and color. AquaGuard™ Foaming Protectant repels water, delivers the highest gloss
shine possible, and appears as a hand waxed
car finish. Give your customers premium service
with long-lasting value.

Highly concentrated rich foaming and polish
that offers high shine and enhanced
protection as a flash wax with the desired
rinse ability. This polish is available with color
and fragrance.

A car wash protectant, formlated for
total vehicle protection while you ride
AquaGuard™ repel water, delivers the
highest gloss shine possible, and appears
as a hand-waxed car finish. Give your
customers premium service with
ong-lasting value.

This highly concentrated pH-balanced
surface conditioner with cleaning agents
and protectants is available in red, blue
and yellow, and is applied through
foamers.
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SYNERGY

Extreme Pack

A premium sealer wax with carnauba, which
delivers a mirror-like shine.

High concentrate polymeric-based berry
scented protectant maintains and p
reserves all car surfaces. It provides a
protective coating with a high gloss
appearance. This product is also great in
a self-serve application.

CERAMICS
®

Premium ceramic sealant offering. Includes
the best ceramic raw materials offered in the
industry. Advanced polymer solution adds a
layer of protection by chemically bonding to
your car’s paint, resulting in a durable, shiny,
surface that is resistant to stains, oxidation,
dirt, and grime for easier cleaning.

Ceramic foaming sealant that adds a layer
of protection that bonds to your vehicle’s
surface. Results include a durable lasting
shine, with a silk like feel to the touch.

DRYING AGENTS
®

A super-concentrated drying agent that instantaneously breaks down water
to achieve optimum blower efficiency and a drier car. AquaDry reduces labor
costs and minimizes wipe downtime.

TIRE / SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

Advanced polymer technology enables the
development of a safe and very effective bug
remover. Safely penetrates and softens stubborn bug remains for easy removal.

Non-corrosive wheel and tire cleaner for
use in self-serve applications. Brite-N-White
is specially designed for air injected
foaming systems with green color and fresh
pine scent.
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SYNERGY

Presoaks

Synergy Solutions’ Car Wash Presoaks
Engineered Chemistry | Higher quality raw materials are formulated to attack dirt, rather than
positively charge the surface of the car. Our solutions eliminate extremely high pH solutions and
the need for a low pH product to help neutralize the car surface.
Superior Rinse | Non-reaction car wash presoak does not charge the surface of the car, making
rinse-ability more efficient and effortless. Less surface-tension friction allows a cleaner rinse and
minimizes spotting.
Cleaner Cars | Our car wash base detergent provides superior cleaning on a variety of materials:
painted surface, glass, rubber, chrome, and plastic. In most cases, it is used as a one-step
application.
Safe Car Wash Chemistry | Over 90% of our products are classified as non-corrosive and
non-corrosive. Our car wash chemical technology is designed to attack dirt and road film while
leaving the car surface, passengers, and the environment intact.
Economical Car Wash Solutions | With a higher dilution than most products on the market,
Synergy Solutions’ products yield more productivity and superior results at a lower overall cost to
the car wash operator.

FRICTION AND TOUCH-FREE WASHES
®

Non-corrosive, high pH, car wash presoak that does not charge the
car’s surface which aids in rinse ability and shine. Added lubricity
designed for cloth washes.

Highly concentrated, fast-acting presoak for cleaning tough dirt.
Can be used for as a single-step or two-step process in combination with low pH products.
Fast-acting concentrated presoak that can be utilized in a single-step or two-step process.
Powerful high pH liquid designed for friction and touch-free washes when cleaning conditions are at their toughest. Image Plus
increases rinse ability and shine while not positively charging the
car’s surface.
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SYNERGY

Presoaks

High pH concentrated presoak. Highly effective for various
cleaning environments.

High pH presoak used in high pressure
guns or presoak applications. Cherry Prep
has high foam and cleaning ability mainly
used in self serve applications.

High pH concentrated liquid presoak
for touch-free cleaning in automatic
and tunnel car washes.

Extremely cost-effective, polymer-based, high pH, non-corrosive,
presoak with excellent foaming and
cleaning properties.

High foaming, presoak with red or
blue coloring designed specifically for
foaming curtains. Used as an added service with
great eye appeal and with added rinse-ability.
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SYNERGY

Presoaks

LOW PH PRODUCTS APPLICATIONS

Designed for use as a presoak in a two-step low pH/high pH
wash process. This product contains high-quality low pH
acids that emulsifies, neutralizes and loosens dirt and grime in
a high-pressure wash system. This product significantly reduces
eyebrows on windshields.

Low pH presoak with a blend of acid and emulsifiers to
be used in a two-step presoak process. This product
has excellent cleaning abilities and helps neutralize a
car’s surface, which significantly reduces eyebrows on
windshields.

SELF-SERVE APPLICATIONS

Foaming presoak for use in self-serve applications
with a purple color and a pleasant grape fragrance.
Purple Prep quickly cuts through road soils, oils, grime,
and bugs.

Premium high pressure detergent concentrate combines
high suds, alkalinity, and visual appeal for superior cleaning.
It is suitable for tunnel and self-service washes.
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SYNERGY

Detergents/Lubricants

Lubricity | Our car wash detergent is formulated to reduce friction between the cloth and car
surface. lncreased lubricity reduces damage claims related to mirrors, antennas, and license
plates
Does Not Charge the Car’s Surface | Which aids the effectiveness of drying agent and waxes.
Superior Rinse | Non-reaction car wash presoak does not charge the surface of the car, making
rinse-ability more efficient and effortless. Less surface-tension friction allows a cleaner rinse and
minimizes spotting.
High Foam | Offers a high visual appearance.
Cleaner Cars | Our car wash base detergent provides superior cleaning on a variety of materials:
painted surface, glass, rubber, chrome, and plastic. In most cases, it is used as one-step.
Safe Car Wash Chemistry | Over 90% of our products are classified as non-corrosive and
non-corrosive. Our car wash chemical technology is designed to attack dirt and road film while
leaving the car surface, passengers, and the environment intact.
Economical Car Wash Solutions | With a higher dilution than most products on the market,
Synergy Solutions’ products yield more productivity and superior results at a lower overall cost to
the car wash operator.

FRICTION APPLICATIONS
Premium foam lubricating detergent, designed for all cloth washes. Ultra Sudz produces a
thick and rich lather and provides excellent cleaning and rinse ability. This highly concentrated
lubricating soap reduces damage claims, such as mirrors, antennas, and license plates.

Premium lubricating detergent with ultimate lubricating and cleaning agents for use in friction
applications through foamers.

Synergistically formulated lubricating detergent and cleaning agent for superior cleaning
and rinsing, resulting in friction application through foamers.

High foam and high lubricity detergent. Used for high friction applications. Cost effective and
offered in various colors and fragrances.
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SYNERGY

Detergents/Lubricants

SELF-SERVE APPLICATIONS

A lubricant detergent with cleaning agents for use in self-service brush applications.
Available in multiple colors and fragrances.

Concentrated lubricant detergent with cleaning agents for use in self-service brush
application. Available in multiple colors and fragrances.

Lubricating detergent with cleaning agents and anti-freeze protections for use in
self-service applications in sub-freezing conditions. Available in pink with cherry scent,
blue with bubblegum scent, and yellow with banana scent.
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SYNERGY

Drying Agents/Protectants

Exceptional Shine | Our new technology delivers a superior car wash protectant. The shine is so
deep; it really looks as if it were hand waxed.
Breaks and Beads | Get the best of both worlds: products with a fast beading action to promote
sheeting before the car reaches the dryer, and reduced beading at the end to allow the dryer to
remove water more efficiently.
Superior Rinse | Non-reaction car wash presoak does not charge the surface of the car, making
rinse-ability more efficient and effortless. Less surface-tension friction allows a cleaner rinse and
minimizes spotting.
Economical Car Wash Solutions | With a higher dilution than most products on the market,
Synergy Solutions’ products yield more productivity and superior results at a lower overall cost to
the car wash operator.

PROTECTANTS
™
A car wash protectant, formulated for total vehicle protection while you ride. AquaGuard™
repels water, delivers the highest gloss shine possible, and appears as a hand-waxed car
finish. Give your customers premium service with long-lasting value.

A premium sealer wax with carnuba, which delivers a mirror-like shine.

Vanilla scented premium sealer with high beading and fast-breaking technology which
accelerates drying.
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SYNERGY

Drying Agents/Protectants
Fresh scented premium sealer. Fresh Sensation’s high beading and
fast-breaking technology accelerates drying. It’s fresh scent adds to
customer appeal.

Polymeric based protectant designed to maintain and
preserve all car surfaces. PolyShine provides a high
visible gloss appearance while providing the surface
with a protective coating.

CERAMICS
®

Advanced polymer solution adds a layer of
protection by chemically bonding to your car’s
paint, resulting in a durable, shiny, surface that is
resistant to stains, oxidation, dirt, and grime for
easier cleaning.

Ceramic sealant that adds a layer of protection
that bonds to your vehicle’s surface.

DRYING AGENTS
®

A super-concentrated drying agent
that instantaneously breaks down
water to achieve optimum blower
efficiency and a drier car. AquaDry
reduces labor costs and minimizes
wipe downtime.

Polymer-based, cherry-scented, protectant
designed to maintain and preserve all car
surfaces. Provides a visibly high gloss
appearance and a protective coating. Also
great in a self-serve application.

Allows water on the surface of the car to lift and separate,
which permits the blower to more efficiently bead water
off the car.
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SYNERGY

Drying Agents/Protectants

TRI-COLORED FOAMING PRODUCT
™
Same protection as AquaGuard™ with added foaming benefits. Offers visual appeal with
foaming colors of red, blue and yellow and a pleasing fragrance. Excellent rinsing properties
enhance gloss and drying capabilities.

Rich foaming and concentrated polish that offers high shine and enhanced protection as a
flash wax with the desired rinse ability. This polish is available with color and fragrance.

Combination of cleaning agents and polymeric silicones to enhance gloss and drying
capabilties. Applied through foamers and available in vibrant pink, yellow, and blue with
fragrance.

pH-balanced surface conditioner, with cleaning agents available in pink, blue, and yellow
with fragrance. This product is applied through foamers.

Low pH high foaming triple color conditioner with great lubricant properties. Used in high
friction applications.
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SYNERGY

Wheel/Tire Cleaners

Cleaning Ability | Highly effective in cleaning all types of wheel and tire surfaces.
Superior Rinse | Non-reaction car wash presoak does not charge the surface of the car, making
rinse-ability more efficient and effortless. Less surface-tension friction allows a cleaner rinse and
minimizes spotting.
Economical Car Wash Solutions | With a higher dilution than most products on the market,
Synergy Solutions’ products yield more productivity and superior results at a lower overall cost to
the car wash operator.

Non-corrosive wheel-tire cleaner for use in self-serve applications. Brite-n-White is
specially designed for air-injected foaming systems with green color and fresh pine
scent.

Highly concentrated, non-corrosive product for cleaning all types of wheels (including
chrome, aluminum, and magnesium) and whitewall tires. Safely removes brake dust and
makes whitewalls white again. Simply spray on and rinse off.

A non-corrosive and economical wheel cleaner.

A presoak wheel cleaner with a low pH and is non-corrosive.
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SYNERGY

Specialty Products

A premium water-based silicone suspension dressing, formulated
to perform like a solvent-based dressing. Optimum usage with an
in line applicator, Icee Blue’s high gloss durability combined with
its superior water-repellant properties makes it ideal for inside and
outside vehicles.

An economical water-based silicone suspension
dressing, formulated to perform like a solventbased dressing. Applications preform well for
inside and outside vehicles.

Excellent alternative to hydrofluoric
acid. It is safe and highly effective.

Heavy-duty cleaner that contains
hydrofluoric acid.

Excellent alternative to hydrofluoric acid.
it is safe and highly effective.
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SYNERGY

Specialty Products

A concentrated liquid rust and corrosion preventative that is
applied to the underbody.

Premium glass cleaner that is specially formulated to
clean automobile windshields for use in tunnel a
pplications. This cleaner has a dilution ratio up to 30:1.

Custom liquid water-based scents available.
Leaves vehicle interiors with a fresh, clean
and pleasant fragrance.

Premium liquid laundry detergent.

Multi-purpose cleaner delivers exceptional
performance and value. Formulated to clean
dirt, oil, grease, and grime from hard surfaces
including plastic, vinyl, and engines.

An extremely safe and effective cleaner that
removes adhesive, asphalt, grease, and tar yet is
safe for use on virtually any surface.

Reclaims pit aromas using enzymes.
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